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Names and affiliations
Please supply the full name, academic affiliation and email address of every author. For the
corresponding author, a full postal address must also be provided.

Text structure
Abstract/Zusammenfassung. Please provide an abstract paragraph on the first page of your
manuscript.
Keywords/Schlagwörter. Please select these and insert on the first page of your manuscript.
Headings. Your article should be divided into numbered sections that have sub-headings.
Acknowledgements. All contributors who do not meet the criteria for authorship should be
listed in this section.
Funding. Please provide one of the following options in this section.
Either:
Funding
The author(s) received no financial support for the research, authorship, and/or publication of
this article.
Or:
Funding
The author(s) disclosed receipt of the following financial support for the research, authorship,
and/or publication of this article: _______________________________

Text style
Foreign words. Foreign words should be in italics.
Russian words and names should be transliterated according to the Library of Congress
system of translation.

Footnotes
1. First reference to books. Always give the complete name, title, place, date and page
number cited. Later references should be shortened.
Example (first reference): H. Abramson, A Prayer for the Government. Ukrainians and Jews
in Revolutionary Times, 1917-1920, Cambridge, MA 1956, 96-97.
Example (second reference): Abramson, Prayer, 96-97.
“Idem” and “Ibid.” may be used, do not use “op. cit.”.

Several places: Leningrad, Moscow 1999. More than two: Leningrad et al.
2. Archival materials. In reference to archives, write out the full name of the archive in the
language of the country in which it is located at the first reference and thereafter cite it by the
standard acronym.
3. Journal article citation. Cite volume, year, and the complete article pages first, then page
number of quote.
Example (first reference) : K. J. Müller, “French Fascism and Modernization”, in: Journal of
Contemporary History 11 (1976) 2, 75-107, 96.
Example (second reference): Müller, “French Fascism”, 96.

4. Edited volumes.
a) If a collection of essays is cited without reference to a particular item therein, then the
proper order of citation should be ed(s)., [Title].
Example: R. Taylor / D. Spring (eds.), Stalinism and Soviet Cinema, London 1993.
b) If an article in a collection is cited, then the order should be:
M. Enzensberger, “We were Born to Turn a Fairy Tale into Reality: Grigori Alexandrov’s
The Radiant Path”, in: R. Taylor / D. Spring (eds.), Stalinism and Soviet Cinema, London
1993, 97-108.

